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ABSTRACT
Security methods based on biometric are gaining importance increasingly for the last few years. Such methods take into account humans’ unique physical or behaviour traits that help to identify them based on their intrinsic characteristics. In this paper, we have proposed an integrated framework for image enhancement, face detection, feature extraction and face recognition. The proposed framework will be applied to images produced by surveillance cameras which usually produce low quality images.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Biometrics security is concerned with identifying humans based on their unique physical and behavioural traits. By physical traits we mean the feature of human body such as fingerprint, DNA, Iris recognition, hand geometry and face recognition. Behavioural traits mean voice, gait and typing rhythm including digital signature. In these days, biometrics security measures are increasingly investigated and being used in several applications based on these traits. The main objective of such applications is to detect and recognize a human for security purposes [1]. The applications of biometric security are growing in public areas. Surveillance cameras are used to monitor traffic flow, threats, and suspicious activities in order to support government and law-enforcement agencies. Surveillance cameras play a vital role in security issues as they are widely deployed in public places to prevent or investigate crimes and to detect a suspicious person in order to make the environment more secure.

The main problem with surveillance images is that they are of low quality [2]. This makes the detection and recognition of objects on images captured by surveillance cameras difficult if not impossible. The quality of the surveillance videos is low due to several reasons such as: movement of objects; use of low resolution cameras and; environmental factors. The environmental factors include rainfall, fog and snow. These factors obscure object details and create noise which badly effect object detection and recognition [3]. It is therefore crucial to enhance the quality of surveillance images in order to use them for face detection and recognition purposes [4] [5].

In biometric security systems, face detection is the first and very crucial stage, as faces have to be detected from the input image before they can be further processed or recognised. In existing literature face recognition methods are mostly applied to passport quality pictures. Due to the high quality of these pictures, the systems are able to produce better and accurate results [6]. Unfortunately the existing methods are not applied to the surveillance images due to the poor quality of perception. In the existing research, the ambitious problem of biometric security from image enhancement perspective has not been fully addressed.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
This section discusses the current literature on biometrics security. The objective of this section is to present the existing approaches and their perceived limitations. We are of the view that the existing approaches do not address the problem concerning the biometric security from image detection to image recognition through image enhancement.

[3] has proposed a framework to monitor the city traffic flow. The framework mainly focuses on the subtraction of background and shadow removal from the images/videos. Two background subtraction methods have been used for this purpose. They include deterministic and statistical methods. These methods use the adaptive background and per pixel Gaussian mixture in order to obtain the background information. The main drawback of this approach is that mostly it cannot detect the complete foreground objects. Also, the approach has not addressed the object recognition issues.

Few researchers have also enhanced the quality of images by improving the edges visibility. For example, [7] quite recently proposed a method for the recognition of car license number plate. The method is based on image enhancement technique which improves edge density for better object recognition. This research has enhanced the [8] work that was developed based on intensity variance of pixel intensities of local neighbourhood pixel in order to improve the contrast of car number plate region [7].

[9] have also proposed a method to enhance low resolution images and improve the edges visibility of surveillance images. The method is based on Weighted Markov Random Field Regularization. The method has been applied to enhance the edges and detect car number plates.

The focus of some approaches has been on object detection which can be used for object recognition. To detect the moving objects, there are few methods available such as optical flow, background subtraction and frame differencing [10] [11]. [10] have proposed a method based on Pixel Bit Mask Difference and History Update Values. The later method helps to reduce false detection. In order to detect the moving objects, an edge detection method was used.
have proposed an approach in order to detect and track the objects in a video stream. The approach relies on multiple factors such as motion, shape and colour of an object. These factors create the connectivity between the objects in order to track them. The method fragments the moving objects based on background and shadow for object tracking purposes. The method has not addressed the issues of face recognition.

In order to address the problem of low quality of images produced by surveillance cameras, [2] have developed an application, based on gradient method, to enhance the low resolution of surveillance images and videos. A gradient method is used to record the sequence of images at subpixel level in order to improve the resolution and to get the undistorted and sharp images. Another approach addresses the same problem of low resolution using a Genetic Algorithm. The approach is applied to obtain the best set of registration parameters which are used to determine the points using a spread function to improve the resolution of low quality images [13].

[5] have proposed a face recognition approach. The approach is applied to increase the resolution of surveillance images. Secondly, it uses the high resolution images for face recognition. To address the problem of resolution from both perspectives (low to high and high to low), the approach uses the Bilinear function along with the Gaussian Pyramid method. The Gaussian Pyramid method is used to increase the resolution (low to high) of an image and the Bilinear function is used to decrease the resolution (high to low). The Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) methods are used for face recognition purposes [5].

Another important aspect related to the quality of image is to maintain uniform illumination throughout the image. Un-uniform illumination destroys the colours. [14] have proposed a method to restore the colours in highly illuminated images. This research helps to restore the colour information of high illuminated images where the colour information has been lost. The approach is based on the correction vectors method which is able to bring back the colours in the image in order to recognise the objects [14].

An integrated method for face recognition has been proposed by [15]. The integration is based on three methods: contrast enhancement, feather extraction and edge enhancement. The integrated method is able to address three basic issues. The problem of low illumination is addressed by applying the local contrast enhancement method. Secondly, the selection of feather extraction is carried out using adaptive feather extraction method. Thirdly, support vector machine based technique is used for classification.

[16] have proposed an illumination normalization model (INM) for face recognition. This model is based on two stages. At first stage the image is decomposed into high and low frequencies. Then the illuminated image is generated by low frequency. In second stage the noise is removed and contrast enhancement is carried out. For these experiments passport quality images were used. Such images are normally considered of high quality.

[17] have proposed a biometric method which is based on two levels. At the feature level they used modified Sparse Random Matrix for feature extraction. In the second level they used approximation step function for template transformation in order to minimize the error rate. Before applying these two levels of methodology they perform a preprocessing stage and in this stage they have used histogram equalisation method for image enhancement in order to get better input image.

Another similar approach used two images, one is random image which is named as a reference image and the second is an input image. The reference image is used to correct the input image. Gaussian filter is used to address the blurring problem. After that, the algorithm uses the kernel density function to minimize the energy function and generate the lookup table for each colour channel independently in order to enhance the images [18].

Lateral inhibition of the neurons in the brain and Weber-Fechner law are two phenomena. These two theories have been combined for contrast enhancement of an image [19]. Later on, Inverse Weber-Fechner function is proposed to enhance the colour images which are affected by contrast [20]. This approach is unable to improve the quality of the images. Furthermore images become blur after using their method.

In order to achieve better results, the original histogram of an image is used to apply the Maximum Likelihood Gamma Distribution (MLGD) method to get the midpoints of the histogram in order to divide the histogram into two modes. Then, the histogram is stretched based on these two modes; in other words, the histogram is stretched to two sides (i.e., minimum and maximum). This method has been applied to enhance the bimodal MRI (Magnetic Resonance Imaging) medical images [21]. One of the characteristics of this method is its simplicity. This method has only been used to enhance the gray images. The drawback is that it is unable to remove the colour cast as this method intends to stretch both side values.

In another approach, the researchers integrated the contrast enhancement method with the gamma correction method. Firstly, they normalize two images based on the histograms and then they combine these images with contrast enhancement image [22]. Gamma correction method has also been proposed to address the illumination problem [23]. This method uses a reference image to enhance the input image. The underlying algorithm of this method relies on the reference image to find the best illumination solution to address the illumination problem in order to enhance the input image.

To address the problem of illumination, pose and face expression, [24] have proposed a method that can create 3D face image based on 2D face image. As 3D face images are highly dependent on quality of 2D images. Therefore in their method they have used image enhancement method that can enhance 2D face images in order to create better 3D face image for recognition purposes.

They [25] have proposed a method that uses intensity range of an image in order to enhance the colour image which suffers from illumination due to sensor or distance (distance between camera and object). The B-spline interpolation method is used to control low S/N (signal to noise ratio) of intensity range. Lastly luminance estimation method is used in order to compensate the illuminated colour.

[26] have used several image enhancement methods, such as gray world, white patch, gray edge, to improve the quality of the images. The approach uses the content based image retrieval rules for classification of suitable image enhancement method.
This determines which image enhancement method needs to be applied to improve the quality of a particular image depending on the nature of that image. The selection of a suitable algorithm is made based on the estimation of an illumination using forest tree approach that is based on CART methodology.

Surveillance cameras usually produce low quality videos. Therefore in the proposed framework, multiple methods of image enhancement are proposed in order to increase the contrast, make the image balanced and improve the illumination of an image. The following image enhancement methods are used to improve the quality of images in order to improve efficiency and accuracy of biometric system.

In order to improve the visibility of the surveillance images three image enhancement methods namely contrast enhancement, colour balancing and gamma correction methods are applied to:

- Improve the low contrast surveillance image by using contrast enhancement method.
- Balance the values of Red, Green and Blue components of a RGB colour image in order to produce a well balanced image and adjust the dominant colour in the rest of an image.
- Improve the brightness of low illuminated image by using gamma correction method.

3. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK

Biometrics security is concerned with identifying humans based on their unique physical and behavioural traits. By physical traits we mean the feature of human body such as fingerprint.

This section discusses an integrated framework for biometric security. The framework emphasises the use of different image enhancement techniques that can improve face detection, feature extraction and face recognition for biometric security. The framework consists of three stages:

- At the first stage, image enhancement techniques such as contrast enhancement, colour balancing and gamma correction methods are applied to improve the visibility of an image which is important for face detection.
- At the second stage, image enhancement methods, noise removal, edge detection and feature selection method are used for feature extraction.
- At the third stage, AI methods such Bayesian and Neural network are used to compare the images with the stored images for feature matching and face recognition.

The proposed framework will be applied to images produced by surveillance cameras which usually produce low quality images. The main advantage of proposed framework is to improve the efficiency and accuracy of biometric security system by applying image enhancement techniques.

The components of the proposed framework are discussed below:

3.1 Image enhancement

In order to apply image enhancement techniques the surveillance videos are divided into a set of frames or images.
In this stage the features of faces are extracted. Feature extraction is important for face recognition as the whole process of recognition is highly dependent on the features of an image. Thus a suitable method will ensure better results are achieved for face recognition. The following feature extraction methods will be further investigated.

- Noise removal methods: Mean and median filter will be used for this stage.
- Edge detection of face images: Sobel and Canny edge detection method will be thoroughly explored, and suitable method will be selected to use as part of the proposed framework.
- Edge thinning: Edges that are taken through edge detection method will be further processed using edge thinning algorithms in order to get accurate edges which will be used for feature extraction.
- Feature selection and extraction: In this step features will be selected and used for feature extraction method. Feature matching will be performed based on the selected features for face recognition.

3.4 Face recognition

The features extracted in the previous stage are used for feature matching. The features of the face are matched with the reference images that are taken from the database. Statistical methods are used to find the nearest neighbouring features based on the highest probability feature. AI methods such as Bayesian and Neural network, k-means and k-d tree algorithms will be investigated for this purpose and a suitable method will be used. Face recognition cannot be improved without improving the quality of images [5]. Thus an important part of the proposed approach is to use image enhancement to enhance the quality of the images in order to improve the efficiency and accuracy of biometric security system.

4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed an integrated framework consisting of four components namely image enhancement, face detection, feature extraction and face recognition. Additionally, several methods are discussed that would be used for each stage of the proposed framework. An important aspect of face recognition is to apply image enhancement methods that can significantly improve the quality of the images and make them ready for face recognition. This is particularly important to apply the image enhancement techniques to low quality images produced by surveillance cameras. It is envisaged that the proposed integrated framework will produce better results when applied to surveillance images for biometric security.
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